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Transforming
Global Trade

AXenS is the most forward thinking B2B platform for Distributed 
Supply Chain Finance (DSCF) and Distributed Trade Services 
(DTS). We enable the automation of global trade transactions, 
we manage large numbers of business partners and documents, 
and we ensure that businesses always comply with constantly 
changing international legal regulations.

AXenS runs on an enterprise-grade Blockchain Technology 
to support global trade activities with the tools needed to 
participate in the most highly-available and highly-scalable 
network where logistical and supply chain services, financial 
and insurance services, government agencies and customs 
authorities can inter-operate and collaborate in the most 
secure way.

AXenS alleviates costly delays and financial risks involved with 
imports and exports, thus enabling businesses of all sizes to 
react quickly to business opportunities.

AXenS will support the development of the impact investment 
market both through its trade finance and supply chain 
management facilities. In particular we want to see more 
investment focused on:

• Inclusive, accessible, affordable innovations that address major 
social needs

• Delivering positive social outcomes regardless of legal form

• The standard of evidence of a venture’s impact

• Profitable, sustainable and resilient business models capable of 
scaling their impact

AXenS is an initiative of a consortium of Global Commodities 
Trading Companies led by Assefa Swaye Capital Management. 
The aim is to both leverage the advantages of the current 
transformational technology while increasing the critical mass 
and frequency of trade activity. It has been possible through 
a joint venture with AXenS, an award winning Blockchain 
technology firm and other world class developers. 

www.axens.io
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Trade is the engine of the world economy. It is essential 
to the movement of goods at all stages of the supply 
chain, which involves a broad variety of companies and 
institutions and each is focused on a step in the logistics 
chain: for example, processing and manufacturing, freight 
forward/inward, customs inspections and quality control. 
By the time the chain is complete, multiple physical and 
financial transactions have taken place, generating a 
staggering number of paper-based documents that can 
only be authenticated and validated through time-
consuming and opaque processes.

A healthy cash flow position is fundamental for driving 
continued growth. For Small and Medium Enterprises 
(SMEs) in emerging countries (which account for the 
majority of both employment and output), it is the 
daily challenge they have to overcome. The SMEs need 
smoother and quicker access to short term funding 
in order to grow and develop their ability to spend 
working capital (CAPEX) and innovate, with the support 
of a broader range of financial sponsors and financial 
vehicles bespoke to their requirements. On the other 
hand, liquidity providers need to deploy capital through 
a much more secure and efficient framework that enables 
them to tailor their risk profile vis-à-vis both credit and 
counterparty risk.

Introduction 
to the Whitepaper
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AXenS is a secure and curated digital market place to 
provide both liquidity and efficiency to the import-export 
supply chain. 

It has only been made possible with the recent maturation 
of Blockchain / Distributed Ledger Technology into 
enterprise-grade iterations. AXenS is a place that is trade-
focused from the ground-up and that is secure not only 
by cutting-edge cryptography but also by customizable 
trust models, which make it possible to guarantee both 
data privacy and auditability required by the many players 
in the industry: businesses, logistics, financial services, 
insurances, authorities, etc.

Ultimately, AXenS is a B2B market place and the one single 
and unique “place of truth” for Supply Chain Finance and 
Trade Services, where electronic transactions and all 
the related assets and documents are securely posted, 
automated and made publicly verifiable.

This document focuses on the blockchain-based services 
AXenS will launch. As a first step: “mesocredit”, with an 
emphasis on Supply/Trade Finance, KYC/AML-based deal 
rating, as well as an efficient and look-through supply 
chain management services, which will require the use of 
AXS crypto-tokens.

• The World Trade Organization 
estimates that 80% to 90% of 
the world’s trade relies on trade 
finance.

• According to the World Bank, 
the current credit gap for SMEs 
is estimated to be US$1.2 trillion 
growing to as high as US$2.6 
trillion should we add informal 
SMEs to the picture.

• Trade finance directly supports 
about one-third of global trade, 
with letters of credit covering 
about one-sixth of total trade.

• According to the Asian 
Development Bank, SMEs 
comprised 98 percent of all 
enterprises in the Asia-Pacific, 
employed 66 percent of the 
national labor force, contributed 
38 percent of GDP.
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AXenS will facilitate export/import financing for collaborating business 
partners through different forms of lending, using financial instruments, 
practices and technologies in order to optimize the management of the 
working capital and the liquidity tied up in supply chain processes. The 
development of advanced technologies to track and control events in the 
physical supply chain creates opportunities to automate the initiation of 
Supply Chain Finance interventions. 
 
SMEs often cannot get financing from both banks and microcredit 
institutions (MFIs). Thus, the provision of mesocredit to this missing middle. 
AXenS will focus both on the supply chain process and on the tail-end of 
the production cycle in which products are made export-ready.

Advantage of leverage 
optimization through 
efficient short-term financing 
mechanisms

Mesocredit, SME-
targeted Supply  
Chain Finance

Sub-Suppliers Suppliers Distributors Retailers

Anchor

Supplier Financing Buyer Financing

Ability to access finance which would be
more challenging, collateral-heavy and many
times not possible on a standalone basis
(this will potentially generate growth in the
retailer business, which results in higher
purchases from anchor)

Reduce their cost of working capital

Give them flexibility of accelerating their
cash flows thereby improving their liquidity

Reduce hassles of following up for payments

Receivable financing, allowing open account
trade, reduces the cost of transaction
processing, comparing to the cost of LSs /
inland LCs

Avoid delays in permanent receipt

Match funding based on the quantum of
purchase orders

Strengthening of relationship with suppliers
by ensuring certainty of supply

Avail finance at more competitive rates
given corporate linkage

Assured funding linked to actual business
needs

Easy to access the bank for further
incremental limits as these are linked to
anchor’s sales and unlikely to be declined
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AXenS will enable users and partners to 
assess the risks inherent to supply chain 
finance by implementing Know Your 
Customer (KYC) / Anti-Money Laundering 
(AML) onboarding processes and deal due 
diligence. Not only will AXenS verification 
processes be regulation-compliant but 
they will also be designed to keep the 
blockchain-based financing processes 
streamlined. This collection of data 
pertaining to individuals, companies and 
deals will be verified and periodically 
updated by multiple trusted parties, 
which include AXenS. The records will be 

The ability to secure peer-to-peer financing 
deals systematically and to execute instant 
transfers and sanctions are AXenS’ key 
advantages. This is only possible if the 
blockchain-secured network is trusted 
to control the processing of the funds. To 
address this fundamental requirement, 
AXenS is introducing AXS, a crypto-token 
that will circulate among the stakeholders 
as the primary underlying medium of 
exchange for financing deals and trade 

made persistently incorruptible and non-
repudiable on the enterprise blockchain 
with privacy control. These records will 
specifically be used in AXenS credit scoring / 
deal rating system.

services. AXS will also make it possible to 
tokenize credits, which will enable further 
financial trading opportunities.

AXS’ liquidity is guaranteed by AXenS’ 
financial partners who also trustfully 
operate in the global blockchain network.

KYC/AML, document authentication  
and credit scoring

Users will access AXenS services 
through a responsive web portal, 
allowing them to explore/manage 
financing opportunities and 
submit KYC/AML and business 
documents for verification. The 
AXenS native mobile app will be 
released at a later stage and will 
be optimized for fast AXS trading.

$10bn
AML compliance spending totals $10bn annually. 

The World Bank estimates that the volume of 

laundering is between $2.0tn and $3.5tn annually 

(3%-5% of global GDP).

AXS, the crypto-token for Supply Chain 
Finance & Trade Services
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The European Banking Authority defines 
Supply chain Finance as the use of financial 
instruments, practices and technologies 
for optimizing the management of the 
working capital and liquidity tied up in 
supply chain processes for collaborating 
business partners. 

From the extraction of the commodity to 
the production and the distribution of the 
end product, old communication channels 
are still used to exchange contracts, 
invoices, letters of credit, bills of lading and 
other documents among parties (e.g. fax, 
mail, phone call…). 

The storage and the management of 
all these physically issued documents 
often represent a significant amount of 
paperwork. The time spent to reconcile 
them diverts the workforce’s capabilities 
from other more valuable tasks. 

The other significant issue that the 
collaborating business partners have to 
deal with is the multiplicity of sources of 
information. Each party maintains its own 
ledger systems, which means there is huge 
duplication of effort and cost (e.g. manual 
creation and difficult reconciliations). Hence 
it is a necessity for audits to be constantly 
performed in order to keep systems under 
control. 

The participants need to optimize 
sources of information but also adopt 
a more standardized and established 
communication ecosystem. 

The languages, formats, sizes, and 
other features of documents need to be 
harmonized in order to facilitate quicker 
and better understanding among parties 
which might be from different regions. 

Opportunity Set
The traditional supply chain environment

MINE SMELTER RETAILER

IMPORT
CUSTOMS

EXPORT
CUSTOMS

COURRIER

EXPORTER’S
BANK

FACTOR

IMPORTER’S
BANK

CORRESPONDENT

BANK

INSURER

REFINER FACTORYFREIGHT
FORWARD

FREIGHT
INWARD

SHIPPER IMPORT
TERMINAL

EXPORT
TERMINAL

IMPORTEREXPORTER CONTROLLER

INVOICING

1

2

2

Bill of lading1

Letter of Credit2

Factoring

Transfer of documents and instructions

Transfer of physical goods and instructions

Payments

3
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In the Trade Finance lifecycle, fraud might 
occur as most of the documents are still 
insecurely transferred (i.e. unsecured email 
or fax). Invoices, bills of lading, letters of 
credit may be falsified without a solid 
distributed ledger among the parties.

Escrow accounts are necessary when 
a transaction happens between two 
counterparties where trust may be an issue. 
The escrow services, most likely set up by 
a bank, broker or a trust, guarantee the 
release of funds or assets when pre-agreed 
conditions are met. Collateral in various 
liquid or illiquid forms may be deposited in 
the escrow account (i.e. securities, property 
titles, gold, etc.).

Whilst this type of account structure and its 
workflow have been in existence for a long 
time and whilst the customer experience 
may have improved since the advent of 
e-escrow services, the process of setting 

up an account, transferring collateral 
and releasing funds is far from being 
automated. Documents that are in paper 
form make investigation, reconciliation and 
automation cumbersome and costly.

The prevailing collateral process increases 
counterparty risk. A single asset may 
be pledged several times for multiple 
transactions due to the lack of proper 
controls (currently performed through 
callbacks, emails or fax). The risk posed 
by fraud in the $4 trillion trade-financing 
industry has prompted the founders of 
AXenS to start exploring distributed-ledger 
technology.

Operating costs are high as it requires 
time and a responsive workforce to handle 
manual and time-sensitive processes. 
Transaction accuracy and timeliness are 
crucial factors in the management of goods 
(especially perishable goods). Any manual 

miscalculation or miscommunication 
may create a settlement failure, affecting 
the participant’s reputation and causing 
financial penalties. For example, for letters 
of credit, banks require every word, name, 
date and detail to be as specific and clear 
as possible. The slightest mistake can cause 
a delay in payment, could require multiple 
alterations, or may even require a new letter 
of credit. Shipping a day late or misspelling 
a name may cause the bank not to pay 
until a new letter of credit is issued and 
accepted.

In factoring as well, multiple manual checks 
are performed. Documents are often 
manually completed and sent via unsecure 
channels. Any inaccuracy may affect 
the information quality, cause delays in 
applications or even result in rejections.

Enterprise Blockchain technology to simplify Supply 

Chain and to create a more efficient, more secure and 

collaborative space for Trade Finance.

Simplified and more collaborative Supply 
Chain leads to enhance Trade Finance
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Facilitation & Provision 
of Trade Finance
to SMEs globally

The development of advanced technologies 
to track and control events in the physical 
supply chain creates opportunities to 
automate the initiation of Supply Chain 
Finance interventions. In order to tackle 
these constraints and gain significant 
competitiveness in the market, the 
blockchain technology is the best candidate 
to enhance the Supply Chain’s lifecycle.
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flexibility on the types of loans;
• This will be focused on export-oriented 

SMEs and will render liquidity at specific 
segments of the supply chain value 
until the final disposition (export) of the 
commodity or manufactured product;

• Levels of interest rates and durations of 
loans would be low and commensurate 
with the counterparties’ capabilities and 
the specific region, as the ecosystem 
will circumvent conventional loan 
frameworks; 

• Smart contracts through the blockchain 
will allow repayment of loans through 
different forms (i.e. profit participation, 
off-take agreement, etc...) and 
identification and validation of different 
forms of collateral;

• Ultimately the tokenization of loans. A 
loan can be tokenized and traded, which 
gives liquidity to an otherwise illiquid 
asset, and minimizes lenders risk by 
dividing a loan into smaller parts.

There are numerous of reasons why there is 
an extensive financing gap for SMEs: 

• They have little or no access to 
financing - they lack the traditional 
parameters for credit assessment

• Level of sophistication
• They are financially constrained - 

working capital and reserves
• Lack of ways to access payment for their 

products early through appropriate 
financial engineering 

AXenS, as aforementioned would not only 
focus on the different forms of supply chain/
trade finance but also on the tail-end of 
the production cycle in which products are 
made export-ready. While these are not new 
concepts: 

• Event driven bespoke financing thanks 
to the transparency and traceabilty of 
the supply chain management process 
through Blockchain

• By using a Distributed Ledger 
Technology we will offer SMEs easy 
access to short-term financing by 
turning their accounts receivables into 
tradable assets;

• The use of Blockchain technology 
will reduce all transactional and 
organizational costs allowing greater 

Looking to play a part in 
Social Impact Investment:
AXenS will give special consideration 
to Impact Investment through its trade 
finance facilities. It will help businesses 
gain better access to financing without 
exorbitant rates of interest or fraud and 
provide SMEs with the necessary trade-
related capacity building tools to help 
them compete successfully in the global 
market. Using alternative financing 
methods based on profit-and-loss sharing, 
AXenS will be able to provide favorable 
terms of trade to entities ranging from fair 
trade cooperatives to farmers. A lack of 
reasonable trade financing results in huge 
missed opportunities to leverage the power 
of trade for growth and development. 
Providing affordable trade finance can 
unlock the trading potential of millions 
of individuals and small businesses in 
underserved parts of Asia and Africa.

AXenS will strive to strike a balance 
between its profitable endeavors and 
promoting a sustainable economy. As such 
we will allocate to investments by applying 
such criteria as:

• Assessment and Management of 
Environmental and Social Risks and 
Impacts

• Labour and Working Conditions
• Resource Efficiency and Pollution 

Prevention
• Community Health, Safety, and Security

Credit Financing Gap Across SMEs is Vast

Middle East
North Africa

294,148
61%

9%
30%

Central Asia
Eastern Europe

170,061
58%

16%
26% East Asia

167,523
62%

6%
32%

South Asia

14,884
42%

7%
61%

Sub-Saharan
Africa

80,085
72%

7%
21%

Latin
America

235,292
65%

14%
21%

SMEs that are credit-constrained

SMEs with access to �nance

SMEs that do not need credit
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Supply 
Chain Eco-system

‘Financial supply chain‘ does not simply 
refer to the financial processes which take 
place within a company.  It also extends 
to suppliers at one end of the chain and 
customers at the other. In many cases, 
there will also be a variety of other players 
such as distributors, assayers, transporters, 

Physical Supply Chain

Financial Supply Chain

Physical and Financial Supply Chains
across a Transaction

Physical Supply Chain and the Financial Supply chain are closely integrated

Transportation process

Flow of Goods, Information and Funds

Containers
loaded

FACTORY

Containers 
moved to point 

of loading

INLAND
DRAY

Containers
moved DC

INLAND
DRAY

Vessel at sea

STEAMSHIP
LINE

Containers are
loaded on ship

PORT OF 
LOADING
TERMINAL

Containers are
loaded on ship

PORT OF
DISCHARGE 
TERMINAL

Final
delivery

DISTRIBUTION
CENTER

Pre-shipment Finance

PO Financing

Letters of Credit

Buyer Financing

Documentary Collections Buyer’s Credit Suppliers Credit

Post-shipment Financing

Forfaiting

Invoice Factoring

Receivables Financing

etc., which also fulfill an essential role in 
the supply chain. Such a context, where 
data is shared and validated across 
multiple independent parties, will typically 
benefit from Blockchain.

A Transaction Framework 
Across The Supply Chain
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Blockchain is a protocol for distributed 
ledgers in multiparty business
processes.

• Secured by cryptography and consensus 
algorithms: Trust between participants 
without central authority

• Decentralized control, direct peer-
to-peer interaction: Operational 
simplification of collaborative scenarios

• Immutability of records: Increased 
transparency, auditability, and 
regulatory compliance

• Digital assets: Real-time value transfers
• Smart Contracts: System-enforced 

intercompany business rules
• Risk reduction: no unnecessary 

intermediaries

Blockchain is 
transforming 
transactional 
networks

AXenS aims to align the physical and 
financial supply chain. Through the 
automation and digitization of the process 
using Xnotes enterprise-grade blockchain 
technology, greater collaboration 
between parties involved in a financial 
transaction will be facilitated. For example, 
digital Invoicing (or assay results) on the 
blockchain enables a common version of 
information to be shared between buyers 
and sellers and manual processing or paper 
invoices is substantially reduced.

This same objective, to work more 
collaboratively to promote a common 

Aligning the Physical and Finance Supply 
Chain to enable Data/Event-Driven Finance

view of information and better integrate 
this information into each party’s internal 
systems‘; also extends to financing. 
Consequently, this allows initiatives where 
financing is triggered by events in the 
physical supply chain. This requires the use 
of technology platforms accessed by buyers/
sellers, lenders and other stakeholders to 
ensure the timely, consistent and automated 
processing of transactions and a granular 
look-through at the different segments of 
the supply chain.
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• By being able to digitally timestamp 
various parts of the supply chain 
process we have a proof of when 
goods or raw materials are shipped and 
received.

• Settlement of the payment can be 
streamlined. Different parties on the 
Blockchain have real-time visibility 
into what parts of the contract have 
been executed and can hence execute 
payments more quickly and with more 
assurance. The ownership of receivables 
(e.g. purchase orders or payables) can 
be distributed on a Blockchain. With the 
Blockchain, the automation of payments 
to the supplier can be triggered 
upon pre-programmed conditions. 
This should overall positively impact 
payment terms in the long term.

• Assets are transferred from party 

Benefits of Blockchain by merging the 
physical and financial supply chains:

to party through digitally signed 
transactions posted on the Blockchain. 
Each transaction can be verified by 
multiple peers on the network, which 
increases trust.

• By having real-time visibility on the 
Blockchain, there is an opportunity to 
automate contracts. This should also 
allow for faster approvals and speedier 
payment.

• There is less risk for fraud since the 
truth is held by a single real-time 
source that is shared simultaneously 
across the Blockchain network.

EXPORTER FREIGHT
FORWARD CONTROLLER IMPORT

TERMINAL CUSTOM EXPORT
TERMINAL SHIPPER FREIGHT

FORWARD IMPORTER

EXECUTION EVENTS AND ASSOCIATED DOCS

Multiple-Party Trusted Digitization
of events and documents

on Blockchain

Trade Finance Solutions Investments ProductsAXENS

BUSINESS
AGREEMENT

Supply Chain Services

Document Authentication 
Service
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TRADITIONAL FINANCING

TRANSACTIONAL DATA-DRIVEN FINANCE

Supplier Working Capital

Partial Advance on Purchase Order / LC

Payments at Pre-Arranged Point (e.g. inspection)

Inventory In-Transit Financing

Event-Based Advances

Payment against Delivery Documentation

Vendor-Managed Inventory Pulls

Supply Chain Finance/

Buyer Risk-Based Invoice Financing

Bills of Exchange Facilities

Inventory Financing Inventory Financing

Packing Loans Packing Loans

Pre-Shipment Phase

Purchase Order
LC Issue

Order
Acknowledged

Production
Goods  

Shipment

Buyer
Verification

Document  
Preparation

Order ReceiptIn-Transit

Custom
Clearance

Invoice
Negotiation

Approval

Payment

Post-Shipment Phase
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Mitigating Delay in 
Payment and Default 
Risk
AXenS aims to reduce drastically the risks 
inherent to the lending business: delayed 
payment and default risk by borrowers.

A delay in payment can result in several 
outcomes:

• A penalty fee can be imposed according 
to prearranged conditions and formulas 
for the delay.

• Control of the collateral can be 
assumed, if collateral is pledged.

• If insured, an insurance payout can 
be triggered under the pre-agreed 
insurance terms/formulas. AXenS will 
provide insurance along with other 
participants on the platform. Insurance 
can also be syndicated across players, 
hence reducing exposure on each 
individual insurer.

• The creditor has the possibility of selling 
the debt to other parties, and hence the 
existence of a secondary market on the 
platform. Other liquidity providers can 
then bid for the debt and acquire it.

In case of a default, the creditor:

• Can assume control of the collateral, if 
collateral has been pledged.

• May have other forms of repayment 
which kick in, such as profit 
participation on the overall company 
sales of the borrower company, etc.  

A default can lead an insurance provider 
to step in and pay back the lender under 
the agreed terms, if insurance was 
contracted. AXenS will act as one of the 
insurance providers from inception. 

Finally, any third-party on the AXenS 
Platform can also buy the Non-Performing 
Loan (NPL) and pursue control of any 
pledged collateral. 

All of these risk mitigation scenarios are 
made available through the structuring of 
a multiple-party binding Self-Executable 
Agreement / Smart Contract securely 
embedded in the terms of each loan deal.
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Authenticating Business 
Parties and Documents

Document authentication and Identity Management are closely related, as basic electronic 
document authentication can only be established if:

• Reputed authenticating authorities exist
• The identity of the requesting entities is known to the authenticating authorities
 
AXenS will offer electronic authentication services where the entire authentication chain 
will be managed, from KYC/AML to document posting and secure storage.

Permissioned access to the authenticated resources by users or system processes will be 
ensured by the  built-in capabilities of the enterprise-grade blockchain.

01  /

 » Root Authority Certificate is Published.

02  /

 » Originator sends a Certificate Signing Request using 

his Private Key.

03  /

 » Originator’s Certificate is Published with Root 

Authority’s Signature.

04  /

 » Originator signs the document to be authenticated and 

submits it to a publicly known authority.

7

6

Enterprise-Grade Blockchain

Distributed Ledgers

Public Space

@

1
3

4 2 5

05  /

 » After due diligence by the publicly known authority, 

the document is stored securely and only its proof-of-

existence is posted on the blockchain.

06  /

 » After due diligence by the publicly known authority, 

the document is stored securely and only its proof-of-

existence is posted on the blockchain.

07  /

 » Full access to the original document can be granted to 

identifiable requesters by means of ad-hoc permissions.
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How AXenS 
takes advantage 
of Blockchain:  

The digital asset classes relevant to Trade 
Finance are created using built-in capabilities 
of Xnotes enterprise-grade blockchain 
technology (in blue) and are implemented 
across AXenS Platform as end-user services 
(in orange, with targeted users in brackets).

Business
Document

Authentication

Digital ID
Management

Enterprise-Grade
BLOCKCHAIN

AXS

Collateral
Management

Financing
Contract

Loan
Securitization

Escrow
Management

KYC/AML (All Users)
- Onboarding operated by AXenS
- Information collected from the users
- SSL Certificates managed by AXenS
- Detail’s Proof-of-Existence on Blockchain
- Private details maintained by AXenS with permissioned access
- Additional data maintained by AXenS Partners

Document Authentication (All Users)
- Repository populated and maintained by users and 
AXenS Partners
- Multiple-party SSL signing process
- Proof-of-existence on Blockchain
- Permissioned access to private repository operated by 
AXenS

Cross-Enterprise Supply Chain Workflow (All Users)
- Models maintained by AXenS and AXenS Partners
- Setup by exporters or importers
- Based on Digital ID and Document Authentication
- May involve AXenS Partners and Authorities
- Real-time notifications

AXS Wallet / Exchange (All Users)
- Initially minted by AXenS and AXenS Partners
- Governed by the AXS Community of owners
- Backed by a basket of most liquid values (FIATs, 
commodities, crypto-currencies, etc.)
- Endorsed by AXenS partnering liquidity providers 
(custodians, exchanges, etc.)

Loan Management  (Borrowers)
- Application submitted by borrowers
- Basic assessment based on KYC/AML, Document 
Authentication or Cross-Enterprise Supply Chain Workflow 
validations
- Acceptance process may require collateral pledging

Portfolio Management (Lenders)
- Portfolio Performance Monitoring
- Predictive risk assessment
- Risk mitigation may lead to considering the loan secondary marketplace
- May require collateral pledging and escrow execution

Collateral Management (All Users)
- Repository populated and maintained by users and 
AXenS Partners as required in contract terms 
- Multiple-party SSL signing process
- Proof-of-existence on Blockchain
- Permissioned access to private repository operated 
by AXenS

Escrow Management (Liquidity Providers)
- Request triggered by 
- Confirmed by AXenS partnering liquidity providers as required in 
end-user contract terms 
- Multiple-party SSL signing process
- Proof-of-existence on Blockchain
- Permissioned execution enabled for Self-Executable Agreements

Opportunity Cockpit (Lender/Borrowers)
- Enables many lenders-to-one borrower (loan syndication)
- Lender side: based on lender’s risk profile and profitability 
preferences

- Transparent to both lenders and borrowers
- Recommendations and allocation operated by AXenS (by 
means of specific market matching algorithms)

Borrower-based Credit Scoring (All Users)
- Based on all the borrower’s deal history if available
- Requires further industry/business information
- Permissioned access operated by AXenS
- AXenS Partners may contribute

Loan-based Credit Scoring (All Users)
- Before execution start: based on the Borrower’s Credit Scoring if 
available + deal’s intrinsic properties
- After execution start: based on the transaction history with 
confirmation by the involved AXenS partnering liquidity providers
- Permissioned access operated by AXenS
- AXenS Partners may contribute

Loan Secondary Marketplace (Lenders)
- Important to lending risk mitigation
- Uses deal-based Credit Scoring
- Opportunities for certain profiles of investor
- Operated by AXenS

Collaborative
Workflow
Validation(digitization of 

collaterals)

(digitization of 
collaterals)

(liquidity-backed
 crypto-asset)

(based on 
Self-Executable 

Agreement)

(based on 
Self-Executable 

Agreement)

(loans as tokenized 
digital assets)
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In order to secure the funds flowing back 
and forth between the borrowers and the 
lenders and to mitigate default risks, an 
electronic escrow and collateral system 
must be established between all the 
parties, including the liquidity providers. 
In this context, blockchain is the ideal 
candidate. This requires legally enforceable 
processes to be setup off-blockchain by 
AXenS and AXenS’ partners before the 
start of the Self-Executable Agreements/
Smart Contracts. This also requires AXenS’ 
partners to trust the events triggered by 
the Self-Executing Agreements/Smart 
Contracts as the shared and sole “sources 
of truth” during contract execution time 
in order to enforce off-blockchain legal 
obligations if needed. 

In order to simplify the escrow and 
collateral system and avoid legal issues 
related to the use of sovereign FIAT 
currencies or privately-owned collaterals, 
AXenS will natively denominate contracts 
in its own currency, AXS (“Access”), which 
by design comes with liquidity guarantees 
and which can be totally controlled 
securely by the systemic execution logic 
of the Self- Executable Agreements/Smart 
Contracts on the blockchain.

Technically, an escrow is no less than 
a Self-Executable Agreement/Smart 
Contract between a lender and a 
designated custodian, and:

• That is managed by the designated 
custodian who can legally deal with the 
lender off-blockchain if needed (i.e. if 
the assets assigned to the loan are not 
on the blockchain) 
 

• Which fulfilment by the lender is 
acknowledged by the designated 
custodian on the blockchain using AXS-
denominated assets equivalent to the 
lender’s actual assets

• That is authorized by the lender to 
lock and secure the assigned AXS 
denominated assets on the blockchain 
in order to prevent further property 
change 

An escrow can be embedded in the 
main Self-Executable Agreement/Smart 
Contract (binding to both the lender and 
the borrower) as a key fulfilment condition 
before the funds can be transferred to 
the beneficiary as per agreed terms. A 
distinguishable feature of the platform will 
be its flexibility in assessing collaterization 
of the loan while still having a strict focus 
of transactional risk, counterparty risk 
and credit risk. The bespoke approach of 
using receivables as a tradable asset allows 
alternatives in defining collateral valuation.

Pricing of the loan will be calculated as 
a function of liquidity/type of collateral, 
deal framework and credit history of the 
debtor. The visibility into some of these 
factors will be materially enhanced through 
blockchain.

Technically, collateral is no less than a AXS-
denominated asset that:

• Is publicly verifiable on the blockchain 
or has been successfully verified 
off-blockchain by a reputed authority 
against the actually pledged asset if 
needed (i.e. if the actual pledged asset is 
not on the blockchain)

• Can be accepted, locked and 
processed by the main Self-Executable 
Agreement/Smart Contract as a 
provisional value

Securing Collateral  
and Managing Escrow
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Custodian

1

4

9

2

I WANT TO BORROW

60,000 USD
UNDER THE DISPLAYED
CONDITIONS!

1

Collateral 800 AXS (48,000 USD)

Received from Lender through 
Loan Self-Executable Agreement 
1,000 AXS (60,000 USD)

BORROWER

LENDER

AXENS
PLATFORM

AXENS
PLATFORM

Loan Application  Assessment  
• KYC/AML check
• Credit Risk assessment and rating
• Collateral requirement assessment, 

collection and verification
• Legally binding agreement between 

Borrower and Endorser (AXenS or AXenS 
partner)

2

Borrower’s 
Wallet

Lender’s
Wallet

Collateral Deed of Ownership
Created, signed and sent to Borrower’s wallet by AXenS as an asset exclusively 
under the control of the Loan Self-Executable Agreement. 

Locked

8

9

6

From Escrow 600 AXS (36,000 USD)

Balance 400 AXS (22,000 USD)

Sent to Borrower through Loan Self-Executable
Agreement 
1,000 AXS (bought 58,000 USD, sold 60,000 USD  

Locked

Locked

I WANT TO COVER FOR THIS LOAN 100%!
I ALREADY HAVE 400 AXS @ 55 USD/AXS,

I NEED TO HAVE 600 AXS MORE. 

4

8

Escrow
• KYC/AML check
• Fund/Security assessment, collection 
and verification
• Legally binding agreement between 
Lender and Custodian

Escrow Self-Executable Agreement
Created, signed and attached to the Loan Self-Executable Agreement by Custodian.
The escrowed funds are sent by the Escrow Self-Executable Agreement to the 
Lender’s wallet Self-Executable Agreement to the Lender’s wallet as an asset 
exclusively under the control of the Loan Self-Executable Agreement.    
 

9
Transfer

Carried out by the Loan 
Self-Executable Agreement.
Status automatically set to 

“Executing” (as per the 
programmed conditions).

5

Loan Self-Executable
Agreement
Status automatically set to
“Launched” (as per programmed
conditions.)

3

Loan Self-Executable
Agreement
Status automatically set to
“Launched” (as per programmed
conditions.)

Terms:

1,000 AXS (60,000 USD) @ 10% per annum.

Over 6 months, as of execution starts.

Conditions:

1) Launch (Status set to “Launched”) when:
    - Status is “Created”

    - AND borrower’s collateral reaches 800 AXS

2) Start execution (Status set to “Started”) when

- Status is “Launched”

- AND total syndication by Lender(s) reaches 1,000 AXS

3) Execution start date no later than 11/05/2018 11:59PM CET

The escrow and collateral management systems are orchestrated as illustrated with this very simple example. 
In a real-world Trade Finance case, the escrow would be progressively released, according to speci�c events 
or milestones in the supply chain process between the Supplier/ Borrower and the Buyer (production start, 
quality control, custom check, etc.), which might require con�rmations from third-parties. The Buyer or any 
other third-party lender can be a Lender. 

At the end of the day, high e�ciency and transparency while securing loan agreements are reached by the 
digitization process, non-redundant veri�cations and by involving only the relevant intermediaries. 

AXenS Supply Chain Loan Framework
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Tokenized Loans 
and Multiple-Lender 
Syndication

Syndication of loans across multiple lenders. While this type of 
transaction is usually done for large deals, across different banks 
at prohibitive cost, AXenS will allow lenders to come together to 
service SMEs. Therefore each lender will have a reduced exposure 
and (riskier) borrowers will have a better chance of getting 
funded.

Liquidity providers (private, micro-finance organizations, non-
governmental organizations, government-sponsored programs, 
etc.) will be able to address Supply Chain Finance on AXenS 
Platform through:

• AXenS native token: AXS
• (proxy) financial instruments, such as Performance Bond, 

(stand-by) Letters of Credit, Bank Guarantees, etc.
• FIAT currencies, such as USD, EUR, GBP, JPY, RMB, etc.
• Cryptocurrencies, such as BTC, BCH, ETH, ETC, etc.

Any Liquidity provider that commits to partial funding will assign 
the funds to a custodial account managed by AXenS. If the target 
amount required by the Borrower is attained, the consortium 
of lenders - acting as one entity through the facilitation of the 
Platform - will enter into a loan agreement with the Borrower. If 
the target amount is not reached, the funds committed to the 
syndication pool and held in a nostro will be released. 

As a function of the loan size:

• A minimum amount a lender needs to pledge
• A time limit in which the loan must be raised - so as to 

reduce the cost of capital.
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Secondary Loan 
Marketplace

Companies can also opt to sell the loans on 
their book in order to receive their money 
quicker. This could be as a result of:

• Delay in the transaction completion or /
and re-payment of a loan

• A constraint on the balance sheet of 
the lender, leading to an immediate 
need for liquidity

• Improvement in the credit quality 
of the transaction, hence allowing a 
possible disposition of the loan at a 
premium

• In case of default, the lender may want 
to shift the collateral processing and 
liquidation to another party.

OTHER AVAILABLE LOAN 
AGREEMENTS

TIME

Borrower’s 
Wallet

Lender Commitment 
held in custody until 
100% of the loan is 
syndicated or loan not 
fully syndicated at 
Planned Execution Start

BORROWER

Loan Self-Executable
Agreement

Actual Execution Start
As soon as the sum of the commitments from the 
syndicated lenders reaches the expected loan amount:
• automatic status change to “Execution Started”;
• automatic fund transfer from committed Lenders’ 
wallet to Borrower’s wallet. 

Loan Approval

Syndication Start

Loan Self-Executable Agreement
Launch

If the loan is not fully syndicated at this point, 
all the funds held in custody will be returned 
to the committed Lenders.

Loan Self-Executable
Agreement

Planned Execution Start

Loan
Secondary 

Market

Expected
Loan Amount Escrow

LENDER
POOL

The look through into the characteristics of 
the loan is made that much easier through 
a common ecosystem and the blockchain 
framework, allowing immediate granular 
visibility to secondary market participants:

• Term sheet of the Loan
• Full details of the counterparties 

involved in the underlying transaction
• Status of transaction
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Xnotes 
Enterprise-Grade

Xnotes is an award-winning open source decentralized transaction system that 
implements a groundbreaking business-driven, currency-agnostic and energy-efficient 
approach of blockchain, empowering organizations and corporations of all sizes and 
industries to securely, easily and cost-efficiently issue, disseminate and manage their 
own digital assets such as currencies, securities, loyalty points, miles, deeds of ownership, 
agreements, commodities, etc.

Xnotes brings Blockchain technology into enterprise-grade applications with 
configurable workflow-based business processing logics for smarter “smart contracts”. 
Xnotes has been designed as a highly scalable multiple ledgers distributed system with 
built-in trust management and permission system.

TIME

CONTRACT

MILES

CARS

POINTS

AAPL

GOOG

MSFT

£
$

Trust, the strongest currency, 
combined with blockchain

“Peer-to-Peer Trusted Transaction Network”
or simply “The Internet of Transactions”

Blockchain Distributed Ledger

Consensus Protocol

Transaction & Data Orchestration

Fundamental Business Components as Utilities

Enterprise

Xnotes Technology accelerates 
the development of Enterprise-class 

Applications

Configurable
Multiple Assets
Multiple Ledgers
Workflow Models
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Xnotes Technology

The Xnotes Technology encompasses 
a set of network, cryptography and 
software components that enables 
the development of enterprise-class 
applications and mobile apps secured by 
blockchain techniques and digital identity/
trust/reputation management. The Xnotes 
Technology is structured in 3 parts:

• Digital Asset Trusted Issuance 
System(DATIS), which enables full 
control of the supply of any sort of 
assets,

• Decentralized Transaction Processing 
Network (DTPN), which enables asset 
interoperability with distributed 
and permissioned blockchain-based 
multiple ledgers,

• Data Distributed Orchestration 
Engine(DDOE), which enables the 
creation of workflow-based Self- 
Executable Agreements, which brings 
the concept of “smart contract” to an 
unprecedented level of standardization 
and security. 

The Xnotes Technology is also referred to 
as “Xnotes”.

Xnet and Xnet Protocol

Xnet is a network of Xnotes-enabled nodes 
that communicate using the Xnet Protocol. 
Xnet’s connectivity layer is based on 
Websocket which ensure high scalability, 
high availability and bi-directional 
communication. Xnotes nodes connect to 
Xnet through Xnet Relays and benefit from 
the broadcast and the push capabilities 
required to support reliable real-time 
transactions.

The Xnet Protocol is an application-layer 
protocol where the messages are encoded 
using Distinguished Encoding Rules (DER) 
and JavaScript Object Notation (JSON). The 
Xnet Protocol supports plain/encrypted 
and unsigned/signed messages that can be 
sent to one specific node or broadcasted to 
a group of nodes or to the entire network. 
The Xnet Protocol also supports message 
syndication, e.g. the ability for resource 
objects (or “ObjX”, i.e. business document, 

asset, etc.) to register as observers for 
selected events, which could automatically 
trigger one or more processes.

 
Asset, Asset Class and 
Asset Super Class

An Asset is basically anything that can be
transacted (sent or traded/exchanged) on 
Xnet. Technically speaking, an asset is an 
“instance” of an asset class. For example, 
if “Gold” is defined as an asset class, a 1oz. 
gold bar is an “instance” of “Gold”. There 
are generally several instances for a given 
asset class. An asset can either be:

• A purely digital asset when its supply 
process can be controlled and verified 
directly on Xnet with no other 
dependency

• A digital representation of an 
underlying asset that exists outside 
Xnet, which requires off-Xnet 
validation and verification. 

 
An asset can be owned by one account 
or jointly owned by several accounts. 
Any valid change to an asset (status, field 
value change, change of ownership, etc.) 
creates a transaction that is recorded in the 
blockchain ledger associated with the asset 
class.

An asset class is a way to define a set 
of assets by their common attributes 
and processing/verification rules. An 
asset class has a dedicated ledger to 
record valid modifications (aggregated 
into “transactions”) of all its instances. 
Constraints such as permissions, 
restrictions, number of validating 
signatures, various quantity or value limits, 
etc. can be defined at asset class level.

Xnotes’ definition of asset class differs from 
the traditional definition of the risk-related 
“asset class” in the Finance world.

The “Asset Super Class” (ASC) is one of the 
asset class’ key properties that directly 
drives the behaviour, the valuation method 
and the technical requirements of the 
inputs and the outputs in each transaction 
involving instances of the asset class. There 
are 4 pre-defined Asset Super Classes 

described in 1997 by Robert Greer in The 
Journal of Portfolio Management:

• Store of Value (i.e. fiat currencies, 
digital currencies, miles, etc.): does 
not generate cash flows and cannot 
be consumed, but still has a monetary 
value;

• Capital (i.e. equities, bonds, real estate, 
etc.): generates a stream of cash flows 
and whose value can be measured by 
calculating present value of these cash 
flows;

• Consumable/Transferrable (i.e. time, 
cinema ticket, etc.): does not generate 
streams of future cash flows, but rather 
a single cash flow when it is sold or 
utilized when consumed;

• Commodity (i.e. raw materials, energy, 
metals, etc.): originally classified as 
“Consumable/Transferrable” according 
to R. Greer but physical commodities are 
non-capital assets that can be used as 
input goods to other products and their 
values cannot be determined by net 
present value method or by discounting 
future cash flows because their price is 
the result of the interaction between 
supply and demand on specific markets.
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Blockchain 
Technology

CENTRALIZED, PRIVATE

X

BITCOINFIAT CURRENCY

MINING

TIME STAMPING

MINTING

CURRENCY

CONFIGURABILITY /
EXTENSIBILITY

PRIVACY

DIGITAL IDENTITY/
TRUST MANAGEMENT

SECURITY

ENCRYPTION / TOKENIZATION

LEDGER

TRANSACTION TIME

LICENSE

DECENTRALIZED 
PROOF-OF-WORK

X

BTC (”BITCOIN”)

FORTH-LIKE SIMPLE
TRANSACTION SCRIPT

ANONYMOUS

X

VULNERABLE TO PRIVATE
KEY THEFT

X / X

UNIQUE REPLICATED LEDGER,
NO INFRASTRUCTURE RISK

10 MINUTES (HARD CODED 
“BLOCK TIME”)

OPEN SOURCE, MIT LICENSE

ETHEREUM

DECENTRALIZED 
PROOF-OF-WORK

(”ETASH” DAGGER-HASHIMOTO)

X

ETH (”ETHER”)

“SERPENT” LANGUAGE FOR SMART
CONTRACTS

ANONYMOUS

X

VULNERABLE TO PRIVATE
KEY THEFT

X / X

UNIQUE REPLICATED LEDGER,
NO INFRASTRUCTURE RISK

8 SECONDS (HARD CODED 
“BLOCK TIME”)

OPEN SOURCE, GPL

X

FIAT CURRENCIES

X

REGULATED

X

PRIVATELY MANAGED THROUGH 
VALUE CHAIN WITH KNOWN RISKS

YES / YES

PRIVATELY MANAGED THROUGHOUT VALUE 
CHAIN WITH KNOWN INFRASTRUCTURE RISK 

VARIABLE, SEVERAL DAYS OR WEEKS

ESTABLISHMENT-SPESIFIC TERMS 
& CONDITIONS

DECENTRALIZED “X NOTES PULSE”
(”PROOF-OF-EXISTENCE” BASED)

DECENTRALIZED
(CONFIGURABLE ALGORITHMS)

YES, CONFIGURABLE “UNITS OF ACCOUNTS” 
(CENTRALIZED OR W/ DELEGATION)

NO DEFAULT CURRENCY, ANY “UNIT OF ACCOUNT”
(FIAT CURRENCY, VIRTUAL CURRENCY, ETC)

CONFIGURATION AND EXTENSION USING
STANDARD ASN.1

ANYNOMOUS BY DEFAULT, 
SELF-MANAGED DIGITAL IDENTITY IF NEEDED

SELF-MANAGED PKCS/X.509 CERTIFICATE

ONE TIME SIGNATURE / SINGLE PUBLIC KEY,
NO RISK OF PRIVATE KEY THEFT

YES (OPTIONAL, TRANSACTION STORAGE) / YES

MULTIPLE BLOCKCHAINS, DISTRIBUTED LEDGER, 
NO INFRASTRUCTURE RISK

LESS THAN 5 SECONDS

OPEN SOURCE, XNOTES LICENSE
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Minting / Issuance and 
Minter / Issuer 

“Minting” is the process of arbitrarily creating 
instances of an asset class by a trustable 
authority (the “Minter”) in Xnet. Minting 
implies the use of a trust management 
system that enables the nodes to verify the 
minter’s Digital Identity. A minting process of 
a given asset class can be defined as:

• Centralized: only one and only one 
authority is allowed to mint instances of 
the Asset Class

• Delegated: a “root authority” explicitly 
grants the right to mint the Asset Class to 
one or several “delegated authorities”. It 
may or may not systematically require the 
signature of the root authority.

 
Typically, Minting is suitable for asset 
classes whose supply is directly controlled 
by an Authority or whose supply rules 
are implemented outside Xnet (monetary 
authority fiat currencies, company’s equity, 
bonds, etc.).

Minting is equivalent to “issuance” in Xnotes 
context.

A Minter is an identifiable Authority who is 
legitimately authorized to sign transactions 
that supply Xnet with assets of identifiable 
asset

classes. Minters must setup and broadcast 
their Digital Identity in Xnet. Nodes may 
accept to trust a Minter or not. In the case 
of “Centralized Minting”, the Minter is also 
called the Asset Class Root Authority. In the 
case of “Delegated Minting”, the Asset Class 
Root Authority grants one or more Delegate 
Authorities the right to mint instances of 
his asset class by generating, signing and 
broadcasting a Digital Identity Certificate 
that is setup with the relevant permissions 
and associated with the Delegate Authorities’ 
Digital Identity.

Mining and Miner 

“Mining” is the process of creating an 
instance of an asset class by a “Miner”, 
according to commonly agreed and 
verifiable set of rules called the “consensus 
protocol”. “Proof-of-Work” and “Proof-
of-Stake” are the most commonly used 
consensus protocol. 

Mining is a competitive process that does 
not necessarily imply the use of a trust 
management system. Mining is available 
in Xnotes as value supply method and is 
suitable for purely digital assets such as 
digital currencies, whose supply rules are 
exclusively implemented on Xnet and are 
known to all the nodes.

Xnotes Signature Scheme 

Xnotes signature system is based on the 
Merkle tree one-time signature scheme, 
which:

• Enables the use of disposable private 
keys in order to prevent private key 
theft

• Prevents brute force attack on public 
key since there is no mathematical 
relationship between the private keys 
and the public key.

 

Digital Identity 

A Digital Identity allows an account owner 
to digitally sign transactions. It is a file 
that is securely saved on a node using a 
protected password and associated with 
one unique account. A Digital Identity is 
only accessible by the account owner.

A Digital Identity is composed of a Digital 
Identity Certificate signed by a trusted 
Authority and a Private Key. The data 
structure of an Xnotes Digital Identity 
conforms to the PKCS#12 Standard.

Workflow and Self-
Executable Agreement

A workflow is a pre-defined model of 
event -driven transactions that can be 
comprehensively represented by a logical 
graph. Xnotes workflow engine heavily 
relies on Xnet’s message syndication and 
authorization capabilities to notify the 
involved nodes or resource objects under 
relevant conditions. Xnotes Workflow 
models are maintained by reputed 
industry leaders and promote industry best 
practices.

A Self-Executable Agreement (SEA) is 
an electronically signed document that 
embeds a set of Xnotes workflows in 
order to regulate transactions between 
multiple-parties under pre-defined agreed 
conditions. SEAs can be easily evaluated 
by non-code-savvy business parties. That 
is why SEAs are also referred to as “smarter 
smart contracts”. 
 
www.xnotes.com 
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AXS, the Crypto-
Token for Trade 

FIAT currencies are the main medium of exchange in 
international Trade Finance. Because they are managed 
by central authorities and opaquely processed by 
opportunistic private institutions that struggle to reach an 
end-to-end transactional consensus efficiently, the related 
FX alongside the related fees are known to be a burden 
to cost-efficiency for both buy-side and sell-side. Some 
crypto-currencies such as Bitcoin have become viable 
alternatives but the high volatility and the associated 
speculative risks make them ineligible as a proper medium 
of exchange for serious Trade Finance.

AXenS aims at providing the International Trade Finance 
eco-system with more FX stability and non-aggressive 
volatility in multiple-currency transactions. AXS is set to 
become the common medium for peer-to-peer exchanges 
and trade services. Not only will AXS fix the cost-efficiency 
issue by being operated on blockchain but it will also 
increase the overall velocity of exchanges since, as a 
store of value, it can be securely controlled by the Self-
Executable Agreement/Smart Contract business logic that 
runs transparently, systematically and consensually on 
blockchain without human intervention.

Each member of the AXS community of owners will also 
be granted a right to vote in critical aspects of the AXS 
regulation.
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A Reference Value 
Index for AXS
The AXS Reference Value Index valuation 
principle is similar to that of the US Dollar 
Index DXY. Whereas DXY is a weighted 
mean of the USD’s value relative to 6 
selected currencies, the AXS Index is a 
weighted mean of the exchange amounts 
against the 5 most exchanged values in 
the index (the current expectation is that 
possible index constituents would be 
comprised of fiat currencies and other 
crypto-currencies) at the outset with 
the possibility of rebalancing the index 
constituents and relative values at pre-
specified time periods. To construct the 
AXS Value Basket Index, 4 initial parameters 
need to be determined:

01  //  Start date

02  //  Selection rule for the values in the basket

03  //  Assignment of weights to those values 

04  //  Prices of AXS at the start date

Start date, base prices, initial 
basket of values and weights 

The decision has been taken to start the 
AXS Index at the beginning of the ICO 
period. Prices in accepted currencies will be 
fixed and published at the actual ICO start 
date.

The initial basket of values will be 
composed of the 5 most used currencies 
during the ICO period.

The initial weight assigned to each selected 
currency will be determined according 
to the relative volume of AXS distributed 
against that currency at the end the ICO 
period.

At the opening of the AXS trading market, 
e.g. at the end of the ICO period, the AXS 
initial index will be published as a base 100.

Selection rule for the 
values in the basket 

The accumulated volume of exchange for 
each accepted value is updated at each 
AXS ledger block confirmation, taking 
into account all ownership transfers 
of AXS involving an offsetting amount 
denominated in that value unit of account.

The AXS index will be calculated by 
selecting the 5 most exchanged values, 
ranked by accumulated volume. The 
weight assigned to each selected value will 
be determined according to the relative 
accumulated volume of AXS exchanged 
against that value since the opening of the 
AXS trading market. 

The Reference Index gives us an indication 
of the relative value of AXS against 
the most traded (against AXS) fiat and 
cryptocurrencies. As such, the index shows 
us the supply and demand ratio across a 
spectrum of currencies.  
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AXenS 
Platform
Overview

 The AXenS Platform is designed to offer enterprise-grade services 
from the ground up and perfectly combines Xnotes’ enterprise-
grade blockchain capabilities with enterprise-grade backend 
solutions developed by business software leader and AXenS’ 
partner SAP. 

Web App, Mobile App Frontend and API

AXenS Platform will be first accessible through a Web application 
that establishes permanent presence on Xnet for its users through a 
dedicated Xnotes node. 

A mobile application version with native UI and biometric 
authentication support will also be developed in a later stage. 

AXenS Platform will also be opened up to third-party development 
by providing an API access.  

SAP Business ByDesign as a backend 

SAP Business By Design is a software as a service (SaaS)Enterprise 
Resource Planning (ERP) system. The software is designed to serve all 
of the key needs of a business and offers applications for Customer 
Relationship Management (CRM), Financial Management, Supply 
Chain Management, Supplier Relationship Management, Executive 
Management Dashboards, and compliance.

SAP GTS to back AXenS Trade Services

AXenS combines SAP Global Trade Services (GTS) with Xnotes to 
manage Global Trade as a service, using blockchain as a single 
distributed source for all compliance master data and content. AXenS 
integrates SAP GTS with user’s supply chain and financial, in order to:

• Improve trade management and reduce compliance risks by 
automating processes and building cohesive, scalable systems;

• Increase supply chain velocity with standardized software 
interfaces and more efficient processes

• Eliminate duplicate efforts with blockchain based management of 
master data and content

• Maintain evolving trade sanctions and regulations 

AXenS’  Trade Services key features are:

• Export management – Manage most trade regulations and 
localization for more than 25 countries;

• Import management – Streamline management with self- filing, 
importer security  filing, duty calculation, and more

• Preferential and free trade agreement – Reduce duty and tax 
payments and manage vendor and customer declarations

• Single source and distributed data repository – 
decentralize master, classification, and compliance data

• Regional and industry compliance – Automate compliance with 
processes like the European Excise Movement and Control System 
(EMCS).

End-to-End 
Enterprise-Grade 
Platform
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Importers Exporters
Borrowers

Cloud Platform

Lenders

axens.io
Web Application

Server

Trading App

Partner
Exchanges

Partner
Institutional
Lenders

Partner
FIAT
Custodians

Application
Node

Eterprise Resource
Planning

Xnotes Blockchain
Distributed Ledgers

Many Lenders-to-one Borrower  

Self-Executable Agreements 

(Smart Contract 2.0) 

Event-driven and timely execution backed 

by Partners

Supply Chain Documents proof-of-existence (full 

data stored on AXenS Platform selectively shared 

by exporters and importers to supply chain logistic 

and financial partners)

AML/KYC 

proof-of-existence 

(full data shared between 

AXenS and partners off 

the blockchain network)

AXS Tokens 

(ownership + reserve)

Partner
FIAT
Custodians

Global Trade
Services

GTS
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The Mesocredit  
Portal

E-mail/Phone
VERIFIED

E-mail/Phone
NOT VERIFIED

Generic
Landing

Page

Simple
Registration

Form

Login
Form

REGISTERED

NOT
REGISTERED

From Suggestion
e-mail

From Generic
Landing Page

Opportunity
Fact Sheet

Lender-Related
KYC/AML

Onboarding
Fund

Allocation
to Borrower’s

Wallet

Self-Executable
Agreement
Syndication

Additional
Deal-Related

KYC/AML
Procedure

Generic
Landing

Page

Simple
Registration

Form

Login
Form

Borrower-Related
KYC/AML

Onboarding

Additional
Deal-Related

KYC/AML
Procedure

Borrower
Collateral

Management

Loan
Self-Executable

Agreement
Launch

Payback
from

Borrower’s
Wallet

Default
Mitigation

Process

REGISTERED

NOT
REGISTERED

E-mail/Phone
VERIFIED

E-mail/Phone
NOT VERIFIED

Lender
Fund

Escrowing

Loan
Application

Form

KYC/AML
NOT COMPLETED

KYC/AML
COMPLETED

Additional
Deal-Related KYC/AML

REQUIRED

Additional
Deal-Related KYC/AML

NOT REQUIRED

Escrow
REQUIRED

Escrow
NOT REQUIRED

KYC/AML
COMPLETED

KYC/AML
NOT COMPLETED

Additional
Deal-Related KYC/AML

NOT REQUIRED

Additional
Deal-Related KYC/AML

REQUIRED

Collateral
NOT REQUIRED

Collateral
REQUIRED

DEFAULT

NO
DEFAULT

FULLY
paid back

LOAN
APPROVAL

NOT
FULLY

paid back

NOT
LOGGED IN

LOGGED IN

I WANT TO
ASSESS / SIMULATE
PAYBACK + PROFITABILITY

I WANT
TO LEND / INVEST
NOW!

n

n
A loan can be syndicated by many lenders

A lender can syndicate to many loans

Lender

Borrower

I NEED TO BORROW

I CAN / WANT TO
LEND / INVEST

THIS LOOKS LIKE
WHAT I AM TARGETING ...

I AM INTERESTED!

I AM INTERESTED!

I WANT TO BORROW
UNDER THE DISPLAYED

CONDITIONS!

LOAN CONTRACT
EXECUTION

START

Loan
Secondary

Market

I AM INTERESTED!

Financial activities must be secure and are 
heavily regulated, even when operated 
on blockchain. Protection of user privacy 
and regulatory compliance are constraints 
that can kill the user engagement. In order 
to succeed, it is fundamental for AXenS to 
implement a smooth user experience while 
staying compliant and rigorous.

This is done by requesting a minimal 
amount of information from the user 
at every stage and incentivize to 
progressively explore more personalized 

content as personal data is collected. For 
example, the registration process will 
only need the user’s e-mail address or 
mobile phone, whereas the personalized 
opportunity portal will only be accessible 
once the user profile is completed. In the 
same way, the KYC/AML onboarding 
process is progressively rolled-out until 
the lender or the borrower decides to 
actually engage on a KYC/AML-required 
deal.

Engaging User Experience
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Revenue Model
AXenS’ Supply Chain Finance business will 
profit from multiple sources of revenue:

• Interest on loans charged when the 
platform manager acts as a lender

• Spread on loan charged by other 
lenders

• Spread in the secondary loan market 
purchases/sales

• Spread when the platform acts as a 
primary off-taker for a supplier, and sells 
to end-buyers

• Higher than expected recovery 
rates on collateral liquidation on any 
defaults;

• Provision of insurance;
• Referral and arrangement with service 

providers on platform (logistics, 
warehousing, insurance, etc.)

• Subscription-based services 

Hence we can observe:

• Majority of the platform revenue sources 
are agnostic to price volatility of the 
commodities and other products traded, 
as it captures its revenue from spreads 
and fixed fees;

• Revenue is easily visible and has 
considerable operational leverage with 
volume. 

 

Profit based opportunity portal 

It aims at providing lenders and borrowers 
with loan deals that may suit their 
business requirements and risk profile. The 
tokenization of loans that enables multiple-
lender syndication makes it complex to 
match opportunities, taking into account 
the different profiles. AXenS is developing 
an advanced market-matching engine 
which will solve this problem and whose 
capabilities are adjustable to the user’s 
subscription tiers.
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Actual examples of 
transactions

Iron Ore transaction - FOB 
vs. CIF financing gap

Seller: Peruvian mine

Buyer: Chinese Buyer, Shanghai Port

Seller was only able to supply the 
product on an FOB basis. Buyer was only 
willing to buy it on a CIF basis and to 
this effect was willing to issue a letter of 
credit.

Financing Gap: Logistics, especially the 
shipment cost and insurance, usually 
needs to be paid in upfront cash.

Platform: Would have used the Letter 
of Credit and Product as Guarantee/
Collateral, and would have provided both 
the physical supply chain support from 
the loading port to destination, as well as, 
liquidity for the logistics. Furthermore, full 
traceability and transparency of the supply 
chain process allows us an additional 
cushion of safety,

Different Forms of 
Performance Bonds

• SMEs which win government tenders 
are usually required to post a hefty 
performance bond (in the form of Bank 
Guarantee or Standby Letter of Credit) 
before being officially awarded the 
contract; which can cause strain on 
their balance sheet. A recent example 
was a wheat tender in East Africa - won 
by an East European wheat supplier. 

• Local East African Supplier of Sesame 
seed did not have the banking 
relationship to issue a 2% (of value of 
the transaction) performance bond. 
European buyer wanted a guarantee 
to insure any costs incurred by them 
would be covered if supplier did not 
deliver.

Copper Cathode Transaction 
- warehousing

• Supplier required financing for an 
approved warehouse (i.e Steinweg), 
which was a specific requirement by the 
European buyer.

• With warehouses are a node in the 
supply chain process, we are able to 
keep track of quality, quantity, etc...
of the stored product through our 
Blockchain. 

Copper Cathode Transaction - 
Product End Cycle Financing

• Cooperative mine needed additional 
financing for smelting of the copper ore 
to copper cathode before export.

Income for Platform:  
 
The net income for the platform would 
be a combination of interest on the loan, 
and/or a spread on the purchase-sell 
price of the product. Furthermore, any 
services rendered by the platform on the 
physical supply chain management side.

These are actual examples which Swaye Capital, a Global 
Commodities Trading firm and lead company on AXenS 
venture, has experienced with regards to the financial and 
physical supply chain gap that exists with SMEs:
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KYC/AML 
Services

AML/KYC compliance is required at two 
levels:

• Individual or business level, where 
mainly identity and proof of 
geographic or fiscal residence must 
be verified at syndication time and 
verified again periodically on a regular 
basis

• Deal/transaction/operation level, 
where the resources involved (assets, 
funds, collaterals, etc.) must be verified 
at transaction time, mainly as to their 
existence, origin or destination 

The individual/business level is covered as 
soon as the user syndication process on the 
AXenS platform is completed. This means 
AXenS can relate any publicly known (but 
anonymous) Xnotes Account ID that would 
have been privately registered through the 
platform’s user syndication process to a set 
of identity-related and AML/KYC compliant 
data that are privately maintained. 

To make private data potentially verifiable 
by third parties, only the computed proof-

of-existence is published on the network, 
the actual content being made selectively 
accessible under subscription conditions 
and possibly further to user approval.

Technically, AXenS takes advantage of the 
Xnotes’ ability to bind existing Account 
IDs to Datasets that can be privately 
maintained and exposed selectively 
by means of built-in authorization 
mechanisms.

To do that, AXenS platform combines 
XnotesKit multiple Account management 
capabilities and Node functionalities. This 
enables the registered users to virtually 
maintain continuous presence on the 
network. 

User private credentials (i.e. private key, 
password, etc.) will not be stored on the 
Platform and will remain securely saved on 
the user-side local storage (web browser 
storage using XnotesKit-JS or native iOS/
Android using XnotesKit-iOS/ XnotesKit-
Droid).

Whilst privacy is preserved in the transaction records 

published on the blockchain, only displaying anonymous 

account IDs, the AXenS platform offers financial services, 

which requires AML/KYC compliance to operate.

The following user application data are 
managed by XnotesKit (Java) on the 
Platform:

• User private data (e.g. the data that are 
not publicly exposed on the network) 
such as legal agreements, deeds of 
ownership, etc., will be encrypted by user 
password, so that access will always need 
approval by the owner;

• User identity-related and AML/KYC-
related data will be stored as a private 
Dataset linked to an Account, with 
proof-of-existence published on the 
network. Access will be granted to third-
party Nodes for on-demand verification, 
according to the Platform’s conditions (i.e. 
paid service subscription). Users can opt 
to be submitted each access requests for 
approval and to be notified for any access 
to their identity-related data. 

User application preferences are stored 
on the Platform but are not managed by 
XnotesKit.
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Other 
Key Features
Document Digitization 
and Authentication

Paper documents are still widely used 
to support business transactions. These 
include identity documents, proof of 
address, financial statements among other 
documents for applying for loans. Some of 
the reasons for the continued use of paper 
documents include:

• The affordability of paper: paper is low 
cost

• The familiarity of paper: people are 
used to it

• The simplicity of paper: one does not 
require special equipment to write or 
read paper 

Fraud and forgery is an issue that plagues 
paper documents. It is a major concern for 
governments and enterprises around the 
world. Traditional fraud prevention makes 
processes overly complex, increases the 
transaction costs and makes due diligence 
of transactions cumbersome and time-
consuming. However incidents of forgery 
and fraud using paper documents has 
increased with the availability of cheaper 
printing and copying technologies. AXenS 
alongside its partners will offer digitization 
and authentication services for physical 
documents. An authenticated document 
that is electronically stamped and 
made tamper-proof by posting it on the 
blockchain is way harder to forge. This will 
also enable automated, instantaneous and 
repeatable verifications by active processes 
running in the ecosystem (Self-Executable 
Agreements, workflows, etc.).

The digitization of standardized 
international trade documents will run 

through Optical Character Recognition 
(OCR) in order to produce searchable 
and practically unforgeable electronic 
documents posted on the blockchain.

Depending on the nature of the submitted 
documents, validity dates can be set and 
periodic re-verifications can be scheduled.

Credit Scoring

AXenS has implemented a holistic data-
driven framework for credit assessment. 

1. Transactional characteristics will play a 
key role, as AXenS leverages its blockchain 
technology to both map out the supply 
chain process, and ensue an event based 
- data driven credit structure, which 
can provide loan coverage for specific 
segment/s or the whole supply chain.

2. Non-financial: self-explanatory and some 
are subjective in nature (age of business, 
legal form, trade references and black list, 
years of residence at AXenS, etc.).

3. Facility: Loan characteristics (type - P&I 
payment, tenor - years, collateral coverage, 
collateral type, industry sector, etc.). 

4. Financials: Statements and ratios. The 
credit model will be cognisant of the sector, 
industry and region when reviewing the 
relevant ratios. 

The credit model will assign weightings to 
each of the four components as a function 
of relevancy and content. The final additive 
credit score will be normalized to be out 
of one hundred (100) points i.e. (0 to 100). 
Our blockchain technology, which allows 
us to leverage its look-through capacity, 
traceabilty and enhancement of the 
overall safety of the supply chain process, 
hence renders deal specifics as a critical 

component. This in turn enables AXenS 
to explore lending opportunities to deals 
where institutions with heavy reliance on 
traditional credit parameters may shy away 
from.
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ICO Structuring

Token Characteristics 
 
AXS is a tradable Store-of-Value class of asset that 
has the following characteristics:
 
General attributes 
Name: AXS Crypto-Token 
Symbol: AXS 
Value Precision: 10^-8 
Denominations: N/A (non-discrete)
 
Issuance policy

• AXenS to confirm the initial amount of AXS to be 
issued  (scheduled to be one hundred  million 
100,000,000 AXS tokens);

• One (1) AXS token Price = 0.5 United States 
Dollar (USD) or equivalent in other Token and/
or other FIAT

• Hard Cap at 50,000,000 USD (Fifty Million United 
States Dollars) 

Transaction validation

Decentralized (upon ICO completion).

  
 

Stellar as the ICO 
Platform

Traditionally, ICO tokens have been issued on the 
Ethereum network in the form of ERC20 tokens, 
using Ethereum’s smart contracts. However, AXenS 
believe the Stellar platform is the best choice for an 
ICO from the perspective of security, transparency 
and flexibility.  As such:

1. Stellar offers built-in token capabilities that can 
support multi-signature authorizations, generate 

dividends, limit who can hold tokens, and more.

2. There is a built-in token issuance system.

3. Perhaps most importantly, Stellar features a 
decentralized exchange where any token issued 
through Stellar can be instantly traded without 
relying on a third party exchange to list the token. 
This means newly issued tokens can be traded on 
day one.

4. Stellar has gained stature:

• IBM, and other notable institutions have Stellar 
Blockchain for its payment technology

• It has its own Crypto-Token, Lumens (XLM), which 
is in the top ten in Market Capitalization

• Several successful ICOs on its platform

Token Sales
 
The ICO Smart Contract will be published with the 
following simple terms:
 
AXS to be distributed

65,000,000 (sixty five million) AXS Tokens allocated 
to investors through Pre-ICO and ICO.

25,000,000 (twenty five million) AXS Tokens 
allocated to the Team, Advisors, Partners and 
Developers.

7,000,000 (seven million) to early users of the AXenS 
platform.

3,000,000 (three million) to the bounty program.

Undistributed AXS Tokens at the end of the ICO will 
be destroyed.
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• Base price for 1 AXS is scheduled to be 
set at 0.5 USD/Token.

• No AXS trading allowed until the end of 
the ICO period.

During the pre-ICO period (3 weeks):

• $10,000-$49,999.99 : +10% bonus
• $50,000-$99,999.99 : +15% bonus
• $100,000-$199,999.99 : +20% bonus
• $200,000  and above: negotiated 

discount

During the ICO period (6 following weeks):

• 5% discount first 2 weeks
• 2% discount next 2 weeks
• Base price last 2 weeks
• Investors can use Bitcoin (BTC), 

Ethereum (ETH) and Lumens (XLM) to 
buy AXS.

• FIATs will be collected by several 
reputable partner custodians (list to 
be finalized) who will be authorized to 
sign the AXS distribution transactions 
on the AXS distributed ledger as 
they acknowledge the receipt of the 
committed funds.

• At end of ICO period: AXS tokens trading 
will be enabled. 
 
 

Proof of Good Will

AXS aims to be the leading utility token 
through which trade credit circulates 
across all parties within the supply chain 
ecosystem. In order for AXS to impose 
itself as a viable stable trade utility token, 
it is critical that we encourage the right 
utility use. At the same time, this needs 
to be implemented in such a way that 
it promotes AXS‘s growth potential.

AXenS solves this through a proof-
of-goodwill system, whereby those 
that contribute to the utility function 
of AXS tokens are incentivized.

Hedging Intra-Deal Volatility

Although the aim is to have AXS as the 
dominant medium through which trade 
credit is exchanged and trade services 
paid for, we are very well aware that such 
an event will take time. FIAT currencies 
and, to some extent, other crypto-
currencies may be a medium through 
which trade activities are financed. Hence 
conversion of AXS into FIAT currencies 
in order to perform such necessary tasks 
is anticipated by the AXenS platform.

In such cases, the viability of AXS will 
also depend on its stability against 
other currencies within the framework 

of a deal so as to minimize basis risk 
for both lenders and borrowers. AXenS 
will address this for the benefit of both 
counter-parties (lenders and borrowers).

This will be achieved through dynamic 
hedging performed by the AXenS platform 
and executed through smart contracts. 
Each individual supply chain loan will 
have the appropriate hedging in place 
to eliminate exchange basis risk.

Over time, we expect AXS to impose 
additional volatility-stabilizing methods 
and the potential need for conversion 
to FIAT limited or eliminated. Cost, 
transparency and speed with AXS adoption 
should build a captive client base.
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Token allocation and 
use of funds
AXS token
 
Token Name
Ticker Name
Technology
ICO Platform
Type of Supply
Token Features
Total Supply
Soft Cap
Hard Cap
TGE* Date
Currency Accepted

 
Access token
AXS
Xnotes
Stellar
Fixed
Multi-Utility Token with Proof of Meritocracy
100.000.000 AXS tokens
10.000.000 USD
50.000.000 USD
XX.03.2018 - XX.04.2018
XLM, ETH, BTC, LTC & Fiat

Token Allocation

65.0%

25.0%

Use of Funds

10.0% 5.0%
5.0%

5.0%

60.0%

60.0% Loan Capacity

15.0% Tech

10.0% Operational Costs

5.0% Legal & Compliance

5.0% Marketing

5.0% Incentives

15.0%7.0%

65.0% Distributed during TGE*

25.0% Team, Advisors, Partners

7.0% Early AXenS Users Allocation

3.0% Bounty Program

*Token Generation Event

3.0%
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Post-ICO Road Map  

Web-based UI/UX

 Lender-side Portal + Borrower-side Portal

 Loan Syndication

 Secondary Market

Permissioned Data / Document repository Setup (trusted distributed storage + proof-of-existence over Xnotes blockchain)

Identity Management + KYC

Progressive implementation of the required Supply Chain Digitization processes

Loan Self-Executable Agreement / Smart Contract development (Xnotes-based)

Configuration of SAP Global Trade Services to support AXenS Trade Service

Development of market-making capabilities (for opportunity portal, loan syndication and secondary market)

Developer API to allow third-party apps to interact with AXenS network

SAP-certified backend configuration to comply with financial and logistic regulations

Technical Development of the Platform for 2018
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Post-ICO Road Map 

Ongoing listing of AXS tokens in the largest exchanges

Ongoing onboarding of lenders, borrowers and other services providers

Onboarding of the different service providers continues

Rollout of the new functions (e.g. crowd funding) and trade services

Building of custodial and other banking relationships with financial institutions

Move into areas other than SMEs - this would already have been done opportunistically

Securitization of Loans to be sold to third parties  freeing up liquidity

Over time, parley AXS into the main medium to tokenize global trade credit, and have it accepted by all parties.

Business Development for AXenS for 2018
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Co-Founder & CEO
SAMSON ASSEFA  
 
Swiss , managing par tner of Swaye Capital Management, a company involved 

in multi -asset management /advisor y and proprietar y commodities trading/

intermediation based out of Swit zerland and United Arab Emirates. 

•  Star ted his career at JP Morgan Chase in the Global trading Division. As Vice 

President, was head of a team responsible for the conception of interest rate 

derivatives produc ts .

• Lead strategist at the SOG fund - a $300m multi -strategy hedge fund shop based 

in Geneva.

• Direc tor at Union Bancaire Privée (UBP)  within the Alternatives Investment Group 

(in Geneva and New York),  heading the Credit /Event Driven, Macro and Relative 

Value strategies, which at the time, had invested in excess of $30bn in hedge 

funds.

• Senior member of the por t folio management team with the star t-up hedge fund 

f irm Anaconda Invest 

EDUCATION: 

Graduated from Columbia Universit y in New York Cit y with a B. S. in Industr ial 

Engineering/Operations Research and a minor in Economics.

Leadership Team

Co-Founder and Chairman of the Board
SOPHEAP LAO
 
French, co -founder and CEO of Xnotes, which developed a decentralized transac tion 

system that implements a business- driven, currenc y-agnostic and energy- ef f icient 

approach to blockchain, al lowing trusted issuers to create and disseminate their 

own assets securely in P2P digital transac tions. 

•  Star ted his career as a senior corporate f inance and accounting consultant at 

Atos- Origin and then founded Heuristis Business Consulting in 2000

• Ventured, funded and led many innovative projec ts since 2002. Sopheap is a 

technologist ,  innovative entrepreneur and a pioneer in Hong Kong’s Fintech 

Industr y

• In 2009, he launched Mobexo, the f irst QR code -based mobile account and loyalt y 

management

• Sopheap has built a solid reputation among the SAP consultanc y communit y for 

his abil it y to lead complex and large projec ts for major international corporations 

in more than 20 countries .

• Sopheap is a regular speaker at conferences on blockchain transac tion net work s 

and the convergence of technology and f inancial ser vices. 

EDUCATION:

Graduated from Université Paris Dauphine with a Masters in Corporate Finance, Financial Controlling, 

and Economics and graduated from ESCP Europe with an MBA.
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Co-Founder & COO
VORASITH KHIEU 
 
French, co -founder of Xnotes, with 15+ years of experience in 

Financial Ser vices including trading and operations of Hedge 

Funds and Mutual Funds management, IT Projec ts , Repor ting & 

Per formance in Global and Private Bank s. 

•  Co - Founder of Conf luences Consulting & Incubator, providing 

accommodation and suppor t for European companies, 

including the FrenchTech initiative, in the ASEAN.

• Co - Founder of Last2Ticket Asia, e -ticketing star tup which 

provide online tickets and digital check- in for al l  k ind of events

• COO of Anaconda Invest S . A . (L /S Equit y Hedge Funds)

• Trading & Operations Manager of Ravel Capital Management

• CRP Of f icer at Union Bancaire Privée (UBP)t 

EDUCATION: 

Graduated from the University of Geneva with an MBA and holds the Fintech 

Certificate of Saïd Business School, University of Oxford.

Co-Founder & CIO
DR. R . TIMOTHY MCGARVEY 

Principal ,  founder - manages commodit y trading system 

development and deployment (both elec tronic and physical) 

at Energeia. He has over 15 years of experience in energy, 

commodit y markets , and sof t ware development. 

Nuclear-trained submarine of f icer in the US Nav y, managing the 

nuclear operations for 4 years 

Quantitative Natural gas and elec tr icit y trader at EGL-UK , the UK 

of f ice of a Swiss Energy company 

Mor tgage Hedging and Operations at Aurora Bank FSB and 

Lehman Brothers . 

Quantitative Strategy and Risk at Rebell ion Research

Major NSF Grant Recipient at the Cali fornia Institute of 

Technology

EDUCATION:

Earned a B. S. in Engineering at the US Naval Academy,  and a M. A . 

Medieval Studies/Philosophy of Mind at the Universit y of Toronto. 

and  a Ph.D. in Physics at the Cali fornia Institute of Technology.
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Senior Advisor
MAHEN BHANDARI 
 
Indian and Canadian, with experience in senior executive 

positions primarily in the f inancial arena throughout a career 

which has spanned over 25 years . CEO at BGI and Senior Par tner 

at Atlas Trading FZE. 

•  CFO of the Hakan Group, a global commodities f irm with 

sales in excess of $500m.

• Controller at American Reprographics Company

• Consulting CFO at Globe Ways Canada Inc.

• Business Consultant at Bearing Point ,

• Head of Finance and Commerce at Adit ya Bir la Group

• Financial Manager at British India Steels Ltd. 

EDUCATION: 

Education: M. Bhandari has a Bachelor’s in Accounting from University of 

Lucknow and is a chartered accountant.

CTO 
RAPHAEL FINCK 
 
CEO of SNAP international (SAP deliver y centre),  with 20+ years 

of professional experience in sec tors as diversif ied as medical , 

industr ial ,  retail  and automotive and managing both IT and 

business management in multicultural environments 

• European Direc tor of IT for Telef lex Automotive

• EMEA Direc tor of IT for Telef lex Medical

• Global IT Direc tor Application & Strategy for GGB (Bronze SAP 

award) for qualit y for the SAP implementation

• ERP Program Direc tor for IMI Hydronic 

EDUCATION: 

Holds a BSc in Applied Electronic in Electrical and Electronic Engineering with 

honors from Liverpool John Moores as well as an Executive MBA from HEC Paris.

Technical Project Manager
SAMUEL PETROS

Senior Solutions Consultant professional who has worked in 

several industr ies , including in Healthcare, Information Systems 

and Manufac turing with a career spanned over 20 plus years . 

• Solutions Consultant at DSM Consulting, a technical consulting firm for the 

Manufacturing, Healthcare and Digital Service Providers (DSP) industries.

• Information Systems Manager at a Machine Laboratory with sales in 

excess of $300M.

• Project Director at STEM Collect, a strategic business partner of 

NeoStem, Inc focused on Stem Cell Industry.

• Business & SystemsConsultant for severalHealthcare Agencies and 

subsidiaries 

EDUCATION: 

Has a Bachelor’s of Science in Biomedical Informatics from DeVry University 

and Executive MBA Candidate with a Minor in Project Management from 

Keller Graduate School of Management.

Senior Advisor
DR. J.  MARK MUNOZ 
 
Award-winning professor, author, and researcher and with several 

years of professional experience in International Marketing, Sales 

Development, Market Research, Business Consulting, and Venture 

Finance. 

•  Adviser at Har vard Universit y of the Ar ti f icial Intell igence 

Initiative.

• CEO of Munoz & Associates

• Member of the Board of Direc tors in three international 

companies

• Direc ted a 35- countr y research projec t on globalization 

strategy

• Successful multi -mil l ion dollar venture funding campaigns 

and M& A’s in Asia and Afr ica.

(co -)authored/edited book s on business globalization:

• Winning Across Borders

• A Salesman in Asia

• International Social Entrepreneurship

• Contemporar y Microenterprise: Concepts and Cases 

EDUCATION: 

Graduated with an MBA and PhD from San Jose University in Management. 

He is a world renowned professor of International Business and former Asia 
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The information included in the INTRODUCTION TO AXenS 
document is being issued by AXenS (the “Company”) to a limited 
number of parties (hereinafter referred to as “Parties”) in connection 
with familiarizing the Party with the AXenS concept.  Reliance on this 
information for the purpose of engaging in investment activity may 
expose an individual to significant risk of losing all of the property 
or other assets invested. The purpose of the information is to assist 
the recipient in deciding whether it wishes to proceed with a further 
investigation of AXenS, and/or in determining the level of his/her 
possible investment interest. This information does not constitute an 
offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of securities, or any of the 
businesses or assets described in it.  The information, which does not 
purport to be comprehensive, has been provided by the Company 
and has not been independently verified. While this information has 
been prepared in good faith, no representation or warranty, express 
or implied, is or will be made and no responsibility or liability is or 
will be accepted by the current shareholders of the Company, the 
Company or by its respective officers, employees or agents in relation 
to the accuracy or completeness of this information or any other 
written or oral information made available to any Party or its advisers, 
and any such liability is expressly disclaimed. No information set out 
or referred to in the information shall form the basis of any contract. 
Any Party shall be required to acknowledge in any investment 
agreement that he/she has not relied on or been induced to enter 
into such an agreement by any representation or warranty, save as 
expressly set out in such agreement.

The information has been delivered to Parties for information only 
and on the express understanding that they shall use it only for 
the purpose set out above. Neither the Company nor the current 
shareholders gives an undertaking to provide the recipient with 
access to any additional information or to update the information 
provided, or to correct any inaccuracies in it which may become 
apparent, and the Company reserves the right, without giving 
reasons, at any time and in any respect, to amend or terminate 
the procedure for an investment by the Party, or to terminate 
negotiations with any Party. The issue of this information shall not be 
deemed to be any form of commitment on the part of the Company 
or the current shareholders to proceed with any transaction. Any 
individual who has any doubt about the Company, to which the 
information relates, should consult an authorized person specializing 
in evaluating the information.  This information does not constitute 
an offer to sell or an invitation to purchase securities in the Company 
in any jurisdiction.

Disclaimer

Business Partners
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A documentary credit, which requires, amongst the documents stipulated, provision of a 
term bill of exchange. The bill is then generally accepted by the bank on which it is drawn 
or discounted.

These documentary credits incorporate a clause which authorises the advising bank to 
make an immediate payment to the beneficiary (exporter) of an amount up to the total of 
the credit, or some lessor nominated amount.

The process of assigning proceeds or part proceeds of a negotiation or claim under 
an export documentary credit by the negotiating bank on behalf of the beneficiary 
(exporter) to a third party (usually the supplier of the goods)

A documentary credit (counter) taken out by an importer to allow purchase of goods 
required to meet a sale covered under an original (head) credit. Under this type of 
arrangement, the first credit can be offered in support of security to the importers bank. 
As applicant for the second credit (counter), the importer is responsible for reimbursing 
the bank for payment made under it, regardless of whether or not he is paid as a seller 
under the original credit.

Documentary collection (D/C) is a transaction whereby the exporter entrusts the 
collection of payment to the remitting bank (exporter’s bank), which sends documents 
to a collecting bank (importer’s bank), along with instructions for payment. Funds are 
received from the importer and remitted to the exporter through the banks involved in 
the collection in exchange for those documents.

Export factoring is a complete financial package that combines export working capital 
financing, credit protection, foreign accounts receivable bookkeeping and collection 
services. A factor is a bank or a specialized financial firm that performs financing through 
the purchase of invoices or accounts receivable. Export factoring is offered under an 
agreement between the factor and exporter, in which the factor purchases the exporter’s 
short-term foreign accounts receivable for cash at a discount from the face value, 
normally without recourse, and assumes the risk on the ability of the foreign buyer to pay, 
and handles collections on the receivables.

Forfaiting is a method of trade financing that allows the exporter to sell its medium-term 
receivables (180 days to 7 years) to the forfaiter at a discount, in exchange for cash. With 
this method, the forfaiter assumes all the risks, enabling the exporter to extend open 
account terms and incorporate the discount into the selling price. Forfaiters usually work 
with capital goods, commodities, and large projects.

A Letter of Credit is a commitment by a bank on behalf of the buyer that payment will 
be made to the beneficiary (exporter) provided that the terms and conditions have been 
met, as verified through the presentation of all required documents. The buyer pays its 
bank to render this service. A Letter of Credit is useful when reliable credit information 
about a foreign buyer is difficult to obtain, but you are satisfied with the creditworthiness 
of your buyer’s foreign bank. This method also protects the buyer, since no payment 
obligation arises until the documents proving that the goods have been shipped 
or delivered as promised are presented. However, since Letters of Credit have many 
opportunities for discrepancies, they should be prepared by well-trained documenters or 
the function may need to be outsourced. Discrepant documents, literally not having an 
“I-dotted and T-crossed,” can negate payment.

Finance required for the period of time after goods have been shipped before payment is 
received by the exporter.

Acceptance Credit

Advance Clause Credit  

Assignment of Proceeds

Back to Back Credits

Glossary of Trade Terms  

Documentary Collections

Export/Invoice Factoring

Forfaiting 

Letter of Credit

Post-shipment Finance 
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Paying for goods at the time the order is placed and prior to receipt of the goods. When 
prepaying, the importer carries all the risk. They are placing implicit faith in the supplier to 
fulfil the terms of the contract.

Financing of goods whilst in the manufacturing/collation stage.

Purchase Order (PO) Financing involves one company paying the supplier of another 
company, for goods that have been ordered to fulfil a job for a customer. This is an 
advance and may not be for the entire amount of the supplies, but it will cover a large 
portion of it. In some cases, companies can qualify for 100% financing. The purchase order 
finance company will then collect the invoice from the end customer. The purchase order 
finance company makes their money by charging the company in need of funds various 
fees.

Accounts receivable financing allows companies to receive early payment on their 
outstanding invoices. A company using accounts receivable financing commits some, or 
all, of its outstanding invoices to a funder for early payment, in return for a fee. There are 
three primary types of receivables finance.

Documentary credit provision, which allows the beneficiary (seller), to draw partial 
advance payments under the credit.

Supplier Credit Financing Facility guarantees are provided to banks which have purchased 
any bills of exchange or promissory notes issued to an exporter on behalf of or by the 
importer, or where the bank has provided a loan to the importer. Credit can be extended 
to buyers up to a specified maximum percentage of the contract value (typically up to 
85%), and the payment period is usually at least two years. Premium is payable based on 
the country and credit risk of the buyer and the horizon of risk.

Warehouse financing is a form of inventory financing in which loans are made to 
manufacturers and processors on the basis of goods or commodities held in trust as 
collateral for the loans.

Prepayment 

Pre-shipment Finance

Receivables Financing

Purchase order financing

Red Clause Credit 

Supplier Credit 

Warehouse Financing
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COMPANY NAME : 

AXenS

COMPANY ADDRESS: 

AXenS S.A.

RUE DE LAUSANNE 147

1202 GENEVA, SWITZERLAND

CONTACTS : 

M : INFO@AXENS.ORG

W : WWW.AXENS.IO

T : +41 22 548 3866
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